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Abstract

NEBLO, a NEarly BLind Overlay, is a structured
overlay network in which the use of imprecise routing
tables, whose size and extent are severely constrained,
yields a better privacy (aka “anonymity”) to informa-
tion requestors as well as providers, while keeping the
length of routing paths within reasonable limits. Fin-
gers in routing tables are imprecise, and the amount
of approximation for a finger increases proportionally
with the finger distance. This keeps routing paths
within a logarithmic length, while making it impossible
for a “small” coalition of malicious peers to correlate
overlay addresses to hosts for censorship or auditing
purposes. 1
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1. Introduction and motivation

Overlay networks have been receiving a lot of atten-
tion by the research community, as flexible and scal-
able low-level infrastructures for distributed applica-
tions of many kind: network storage [16, 12, 31], nam-
ing [11], content publication [14, 10, 3, 29, 36, 32], mul-
ticast [28, 6], and communication security [26]. They
have also been proposed as general networking infras-
tructures [15, 34, 18, 17], because of their potential abil-
ity to decouple network addresses from physical place-
ments of cooperating hosts, an important feature for
privacy and mobility.

1This research is supported by the Italian FIRB project Web-

minds.

The vast population of existing or proposed over-
lay systems can be broadly divided into two families,
namely, unstructured overlays and structured overlays.

Structured overlays [27, 35, 13, 33, 20, 30, 24, 37] are
receiving far more attention lately, because of perfor-
mance guarantees they can in principle provide thanks
to their regular topologies. Regular topologies allow
routing algorithms to provably converge, and a care-
ful choice of entries in routing tables can reduce the
number of routing hops to even a constant quantity,
independent of the overlay size [19, 23].

On the other hand, unstructured overlays like [10]
and [2] first leveraged techniques to enhance identity
privacy or anonymity of participant entities. Trivial
indirection based on source rewriting and usual crypto-
graphic machinery, or, even better, mixes chains [7, 4],
can help hide the identity of a message sender. But
there is another face of the coin, namely, recipient
anonymity. This has to do with the ability (or, better,
the difficulty) to correlate an overlay recipient address
to the physical Internet address of the destination host.
It must be made difficult for an adversary to build a
map of the overlay, relating overlay addresses to host
addresses.

To build a map of a given part of the overlay, and
adversary can only deploy a malicious coalition in the
system, then eventually gather and analyze the rout-
ing tables of the colluding peers (additional informa-
tion gathered by routed messages could only be useful
if messages carried explicit information about sender or
recipient identity). But, the more irregular the over-
lay, the greater the control the adversary must put
over coalition placement, or, alternatively, the larger
the coalition itself. The irregularity of unstructured



overlays thus works as a device for recipient anonymity.
This is the reason for the success of these networks as
a support for censorship-resistant network archives, in
which storing and retrieving are recipient roles.

It must be said, however, that recipient anonymity
alone is not sufficient for censorship resistance: without
the coexistence of sender anonymity, a document could
be censored by exerting menace upon that document’s
creators and/or readers (which play sender roles in a
network storage systems, as they send write and read
requests to storage hosts). Another point to be stressed
is that the irregularity of the overlay shape is paid in
terms of efficiency and availability.

That said, there is an obvious interest to find trade
offs between the efficiency of structured overlays and
the privacy offered by unstructured ones. This indeed
is the motivation of the work accounted here.

2. Related work

The problem of ensuring recipient anonymity is
hard. As pointed out in Section 1, a common way
to hide recipients is to use indirection in an unstruc-
tured overlay of unknown shape. This is not perfect,
as the peer in the last hop always watches the recipi-
ent directly. The solution proposed by [32], in which
the public address of a document is decoupled from
the overlay placement of the document itself, only suc-
ceeds in enforcing so called “active server document
anonymity” [14], that is, the inability for any peer to
correlate a given (part of a) document to any informa-
tion kept in its own local store. This is not enough:
other peers could make such a correlation (it is nec-
essary in order to retrieve the document), and then
menace or attack the storer to censor its content. Ac-
tually, we do not believe perfect recipient anonymity be
achievable; we prefer to seek “pretty good” anonymity,
that is, anonymity that cannot be broken by a “small”
coalition of distributed resources.

There are very few attempts to improve anonymity
in structured overlays. Achord [21] is a study aimed
at enhancing Chord with censorship-resistant fea-
tures. Aiming at enforcing both sender and recipient
anonymity, Achord implements recursive-style routing
(because of the indirection), forces responses to travel
back to sender in a recursive way (for the very same
reason), and restricts each peer’s ability to know other
peers (so that a small coalition could not easily map
the entire overlay). With Achord, any peer is allowed
to know the IP addresses of at most k ∗ log(N) other
peers, where k is the finger table size. This is insuffi-
cient for recipient anonymity, as the entire ring could be
mapped (and the anonymity of any recipient could thus

be broken) by a coalition of N/k ∗ log(N) peers, which
is asymptotically infinitesimal w.r.t. N and therefore
“small”.

An unexplored aspect in Achord is related to the
rule for the insertion point of new peers in the ring.
Any rule only based on the pair 〈IPaddress, port〉 of
the newcomer is weak, because it gives an adversary
some rough control on which positions to hold in the
overlay.

Achord is the only work we are aware of concern-
ing recipient anonymity in a structured overlay. Other
studies [22, 25] only focus on sender anonymity in
Chord, which however seems to be already good in
terms of size of anonymity set [25].

The issue of finding a valid metric for anonymity
is not yet fully understood and is actively researched
upon [2, 5].

3. Routing tables and anonymity

For the sender anonymity, it is clear that any ef-
fort devoted to minimizing the routing path length
is detrimental. Indeed, too few routing hops de-
crease the effectiveness of the mixing technique, which
work well when more mixes are chained. Moreover,
short routing paths imply large routing tables, which
means that an adversary controlling a small number
of peers can quickly map a large portion of the over-
lay. Thus, imposing severe constraints on the max-
imum size of routing tables is necessary to improve
anonymity. However this may not be sufficient. For
instance, in a Chord-like overlay of N peers, routing
tables as small as O(log(N)) would allow an adversar-
ial coalition of O(N/ log(N)) peers to map the entire
ring of hosts, which means that an asymptotically in-
finitesimal (w.r.t. N) coalition is potentially able to
break anonymity of an arbitrary recipient.

The size of a coalition devoted to map an entire over-
lay of N peers is upper bounded by N/Sr, where Sr is
the size of the routing tables. The ratio between coali-
tion size and overlay size is thus 1/Sr. If Sr is allowed
to increase with N , then the coalition is asymptoti-
cally infinitesimal and thus “small”. If, however, Sr is
fixed, then either the average routing path length be-
comes O(N) when N is large (loss of scalability), or Sr

is determined as a function of the size of the overlay
address space, which N approaches to, and thus the
coalition becomes asymptotically “small” again. Ap-
parently there is no way out for recipient anonymity.

Our idea is that a routing table should be allowed to
grow large enough to allow O(log(N)) routing, but not
larger, in order to preserve sender anonymity through
a sufficient degree of indirection on communications.



In addition, a routing table should only be allowed to
contain a small and fixed amount of exact information,
whereas most of the information in the table should
be imprecise. Indeed, only exact information can con-
tribute to map the overlay, so if its amount is kept small
and fixed in each routing table, a coalition of peer wish-
ing to map the overlay should be “large”. This way,
recipient anonymity can be preserved.

Imprecise routing information is at the core of un-
structured overlays. With Freenet, for example, a mes-
sage directed to key A is routed towards a node P if P
has previously been able to route back responses from
keys “similar” to A [10]. Thus, an entry in the rout-
ing table pointing to P does not say anything about the
keys actually stored at P , nor does it imply much about
the placement of P in the overlay topology. GNUnet
and MUTE follows a similar approach, with some more
randomness [2, 29].

Having imprecise entries in the routing table raises
questions concerning convergence and efficiency of the
routing algorithm. The routing paths could become
longer, or be unsuccessful. In the following we stem
from a ring-shaped overlay in which each peer has a
successor and some fingers, as in Chord, and propose a
way to manage successors and fingers so that conver-
gence is ensured, efficiency is largely preserved, but the
routing tables of peers are of no help for an adversarial
coalition to map the overlay.

3.1. Successors

Let us consider a set of peers organized according
to a ring topology. Each peer has a successor in the
topology.

The overlay address space is the set of 2k binary
words of k bits, ordered as a circle modulo 2k. This
space is mapped onto the ring of peers in consecutive
chunks or address intervals. If peer P is responsible for
the address interval from Al to Au, and peer Q is the
successor of P , then all addresses of Q are greater than
Au (modulo 2k). In the ideal scenario in which the map
is complete, that is, no “hole” is left between each peer
and its successor, a request for address A can always
reach the recipient (the peer whose address interval
contains A) by traversing the successor chain starting
from the sender. In a realistic scenario, however, a
faulty or disconnected peer could break the successor
chain and also create a “hole”, a discontinuity in the
address space. Routing towards backup locations and
a suitable degree of redundancy are not enough: the
system must also quickly seal the successor chain and
restore the address hole, or redundancy would eventu-
ally degrade. To this end, an easy solution is to allow

each peer to know a successor list, rather that just the
immediate successor. This allows a peer to talk di-
rectly to its successor’s successor to seal the ring in
case the successor has gone (the extension to the case
of multiple adjacent faulty peers is straightforward).

Note that, for the routing to take place along the
successor chain, each peer is not required to know the
address interval of any member in its own successor
list, not even the immediate successor. The knowledge
of the locally owned address interval is indeed sufficient
to decide whether a request can be satisfied locally or
has to proceed on. This is good news for recipient
anonymity.

On the other hand, a peer P wishing to seal a hole
ahead of it is required to explore its own successor list,
find the member Q immediately ahead of the hole, and
ask Q to reveal the lower bound of its address interval;
this way only, could P extend its own interval to span
the hole. To ensure recipient anonymity, however, Q
should never disclose its own interval to anybody. We
clearly need a compromise, and propose that Q only
reveals something to P if Q verifies that its own prede-
cessor in the ring has gone and that P is found along
its own predecessor chain.

To sum up, recipient anonimity requires that each
peer knows and manages a predecessor list, in addition
to the successor list. Moreover, each peer may be asked
to reveal the lower bound of its own address interval to
one of its predecessors, in case a hole has opened im-
mediately past of it in the ring. The information leak
caused by the occasional disclosure of addressing infor-
mation to a predecessor, however, cannot be exploited
by an adversarial coalition to map the overlay: more
and more knowledge can only be gained at the price
of opening more and more holes in the ring, perhaps
killing more and more peers. The topological informa-
tion found in each successor list is exact (and has to be
kept so through periodical checks), but it contributes
very little against recipient anonymity: the only threat
comes from the fact that each peer indirectly knows the
lower bound of its successor’s address interval. This
cannot be eliminated, but the achieved degree of recip-
ient anonymity is still “pretty good” according to our
informal definition given in Section 2.

3.2. Fingers and their anonymity issues

For distant recipients we need an alternate routing
algorithm, so as to keep the routing path length below
an acceptable size. A common such mechanism is given
by the fingers. We present here a generalized version
of the concept originally introduced by [35].

A fingers is a descriptor pointing to a “distant” peer



in the overlay. The distance is measured between (the
lower bound of) the local address interval and (the
lower bound of) the remote address interval. Each peer
has its own list of fingers, the elements of which are or-
dered by increasing distance.

Finger distances must match a mathematical re-
quirement that we call the distance rule. The distance
rule is often geometric on base 2. Given a bottom value
C, called cutoff, the first finger has the largest possi-
ble distance ≤ C from local peer, the second finger has
the largest possible distance ≤ 2C, the third finger has
distance ≤ 4C, and so on, up to spanning half of the
address space. The finger at distance C · 2m is said to
have magnitude m; we will also call it the “finger m”
for brevity.

The routing algorithm takes advantage of fingers in
the following way: after computing the residual dis-
tance D to be travelled by a request, a peer chooses
the finger of largest magnitude whose distance does
not exceed D, and forwards the request to it. If no
such finger is found, the peer forwards to successor.

In an overlay with complete finger lists conforming
to a geometric distance rule, a total travel distance
of D is covered in two phases, namely, O(log

2
(D/C))

finger hops until the residual distance falls shorter than
the cutoff C, then an O(1) number of short-range hops
through the successor chain.

The quickest way to build and maintain a finger list
takes advantage from the recursive nature of the geo-
metric distance rule. To find the first finger, of magni-
tude 0, P can send a suitable request along its successor
chain, perhaps in a recursive style, until the most dis-
tant peer still within cutoff C is found. To find a finger
of magnitude m > 0, P can ask its own current finger
m−1 to be put in contact with its finger m−1. 2 Such
an incremental procedure minimizes the number of con-
tacted peers, so it should be preferred when anonymity
is of concern, because it can minimize the information
leak towards potential adversaries.

However, the above (traditional, after Chord) def-
inition of fingers poses two serious issues in terms of
recipient anonymity, namely:

1. If peer P has peer Q as its own finger of mag-
nitude m, then P knows that Q’s address inter-
val is more or less at distance C · 2m from itself.
Thus, Q’s address interval is indirectly exposed to
P . In general, in a ring counting N peers, each
participant can map the address intervals of other

2In case the address interval of P spans the entire cutoff dis-
tance, the finger of magnitude 0 could not be found. In this case
P starts by directly searching its finger of magnitude n along
successor chain within distance C · (n + 1), where n is such that
C · (n + 1) is larger than the size of P ’s address interval.

O(log(N)) peers. A malicious coalition counting
O(N/ log(N)) peers, which is asymptotically in-
finitesimal, can thus map the entire overlay, as al-
ready pointed out in Section 3.

2. When searching the first finger, peer P exposes
its own address interval to the whole successor
chain up to first finger, which is bad for recipi-
ent anonymity, especially if the successor lists are
long.

3.3. Improving anonymity with imprecise fingers

The two anonymity flaws outlined at the end of last
Section are impossible to fix, because they are implied
by the traditional definition of fingers. To improve re-
cipient anonymity we must shift to a slightly different
definition of fingers.

Our goal is to obfuscate part of the topological infor-
mation conveyed by traditional fingers, and to protect
peers against excessive exposure when searching fingers
of magnitude 0.

In the following, FP is a secret random value gen-
erated by the generic peer P with uniform probability
over [0, C/4[. FP thus cannot exceed C/4.

To build its own finger list, let us suppose peer P
use the incremental procedure outlined in Section 3.2.
The first step in the procedure is to find the finger of
magnitude 0. As already pointed out, finding finger
0 potentially exposes the address interval of P to the
whole successor chain, up to finger 0, because of the
need for all successors to compute their distance from
P . To fix such information leak, P acts as follows:
rather than sending (the lower bound of) its own ad-
dress interval to the successor, P alters the information
by subtracting FP , then sends the altered value A.

Let Q be a generic peer in P ’s successor chain. After
receiving an altered value A from its predecessor, it acts
as follows:

1. Q evaluates (the lower bound of) its successor’s
address interval, L; this is trivial, as the successor
is adjacent in the address space.

2. Q computes the distance between A − FQ and L,
namely, L − A + FQ. This amounts to comput-
ing the distance between the original requestor,
namely P , and Q itself, altered by the sum of the
two random secrets FP and FQ; the computed dis-
tance is thus lower than the real one by an un-
known quantity in [0, C/2[, since each random se-
cret is in [0, C/4[.

3. If such distance is greater than C, then Q contacts
the original requestor P and claims to be its finger



0.

4. Otherwise Q’s successor is a better candidate, so
Q forwards the value A to its successor.

Since the request emitted by P is initially altered
by the random quantity FP , P is not disclosing its own
addressing information to the successors. When P is
eventually contacted by a peer Q claiming to be its fin-
ger of magnitude 0, P can conclude that the distance
of Q is the largest possible within an upper bound ran-
domly distributed between C−C/2 = C/2 and C. This
is a substantial departure from the traditional defini-
tion of fingers, according to which the distance of finger
0 is known with far greater precision (the largest dis-
tance not exceeding C).

The approximation introduced on finger 0 cumulates
over fingers of greater magnitude. Using the incre-
mental procedure, a finger of magnitude 1 is impre-
cise because its distance is close to a value between
2 · (C/2) = C and 2C, a finger of magnitude 2 is im-
precise because its distance is close to a value between
4 · (C/2) = 2C and 4C, and so on. The generic finger
m is located at a distance which is the largest possi-
ble not exceeding an unknown random value between
C · 2m−1 and C · 2m.

Such an amount of finger impreciseness is a good de-
vice for recipient anonymity. The more distant a finger,
the less a peer can know about the overlay addresses
it actually owns. A lot of indeterminacy can be put
on even the closest of fingers, provided the cutoff C be
large compared to the average size of address intervals
of peers, as in highly populated rings. No matter how
large, no adversarial coalition can gather sufficiently
exact information from finger lists; on the other hand,
the successor lists have already be shown to be poor of
useful information for an adversary (see Section 3.1).

One could argue that, since an N -fold convolution
of uniform probability distributions exhibits an evident
modal value which is also the expectation, a peer P
could get a meaningful statistical estimation of the dis-
tance of its fingers. Following [5], we could say that in
such a situation the anonymity is weaker because of a
lower entropy. On the other hand, from the above algo-
rithm we know that finding the finger of magnitude 0
only requires the sum of two uniform random variables,
and finding a finger of magnitude m > 0 only requires
traversing the m fingers of lower magnitude and thus
requires the sum of 2m uniform random variables. In
other words the number of convoluted uniform random
variables is always small (typically, the number of fin-
gers is in the order of two or three dozens) and thus the
standard deviation of the impreciseness on each finger
keeps large enough to ensure a pretty good entropy.

3.4. Imprecise fingers and routing performance

It only remains to assess the price of anonymity in
terms of performance. We may expect that the routing
algorithm converges (because the successor relation is
kept exact), but within a greater number of hops.

Traversing a generic finger of magnitude m reduces
the residual distance by no more than C · 2m, as we
have seen in Section 3.2. With the imprecise fingers
defined as in Section 3.3, however, a hop through a
finger of magnitude m is shorter on average. At worst,
hopping through an imprecise finger of magnitude m
decreases the residual distance by no more than C ·
2m−1. Therefore, to accomplish a distance decrease of
C · 2m, it is necessary to traverse no more than two
consecutive fingers of same magnitude m.

We thus conclude that the use of imprecise fingers as
defined in Section 3.3 at most doubles the total number
of traversed fingers. In a system with complete finger
lists, the routing paths thus remains O(log

2
(D/C)).

Actually, if the random secret FP owned by the
generic peer P was randomly distributed over a smaller
fraction of the cutoff C, the routing paths with impre-
cise fingers would be shorter. We have chosen to let FP

span half of the cutoff because this way all the formulas
were simpler, without sacrificing the generality of the
result.

4. Conclusions

Our result can be summarized by saying that anony-
mous routing can be accomplished even in a structured
overlay, and can be done in O(log(N)) hops where N is
the number of peers in the overlay. If we liked slogans,
we would say that anonymity can be efficient.

This is the theory. In practice, the actual impact of
imprecise fingers on average routing paths remains to
be evaluated; our simple analysis is just a worst case
one.

Of course, a substantial growth of the average rout-
ing paths raises performance and availability concerns:
latency-sensitive applications might suffer, and longer
routing paths are also more sensitive to the failure
probability of individual peers. By tuning some pa-
rameters (the span of the random secret) it is possible
to obtain shorter routing paths, approaching the ones
generated by an ideal routing, but with some loss of
anonymity. Trade-offs between efficiency, anonymity
and availability deserve further investigation, perhaps
based on simulations.

Yet, we claim this result is a good step in a proper
direction. Anonymity, efficiency and availability can



coexist in the same distributed system, on the ground
of a structured overlay.

5. NEBLO: a working prototype

NEBLO, a NEarly BLind Overlay, is a working im-
plementation of the principles accounted in this paper.
It is a structured overlay network organized as a ring
with fingers, in which the use of imprecise finger lists,
whose size and extent are severely constrained, yields
a pretty good anonymity to information requestors as
well as providers. A description of the system and pro-
tocol is out of the scope of this paper; see [8] for more
details.

NEBLO implements successor and predecessor lists
as described in Section 3.1. A periodic maintenance
thread is in charge of probing liveness of the successor,
in order to seal the ring again whenever necessary. To
this end, an up-to-date successor list is of great im-
portance. In order to keep the successor lists as much
updated as possible, each peer periodically propagates
its current successor list backward to the predecessor
(after having removed the last element, so that the lists
cannot grow beyond a fixed limit). This way, a new-
comer eventually meets (and is met by) all peers in
its predecessor list. Moreover, when a peer joins the
ring, all peers in its successor list are immediately no-
tified about the new member, so they can update their
predecessor lists in real time. This ensures that the
protocol for ring sealing also works in presence of new-
comers that are too recent to have been propagated to
their respective predecessors, because they are however
known as predecessors of some successor of the failed
peer.

NEBLO implements the incremental procedure of
Section 3.2 for building the finger lists, with additional
security features. For the initial request aimed at meet-
ing the finger of magnitude 0, the system explicitly
ensures that such a request may only travel along suc-
cessor chains. To this end, each recipient checks if the
request comes from a peer in its own predecessor list,
and discard the request if it is not so. For fingers of
magnitude greater than 0, the system explicitly limits
the scope of those requests. A request for finding finger
m only makes sense if sent to current finger m−1, and
is considered malicious otherwise. To this end, each
peer P maintains an inverse finger list, that is, a list
of all other peer having P as one of their fingers, to-
gether with the corresponding magnitude. A request
for finding a finger of magnitude m is only accepted if
coming from an inverse finger of magnitude m−1, and
is discarded otherwise. Periodically, the entire finger
list is rebuilt from scratch to take account of member-

ship changes in the overlay.
In the current implementation, all communications

between couples of peers take place through TCP sock-
ets, and are cyphered by a session key, exchanged in a
pretty secure way (RSA) at the time of establishing the
connection. Indirection implements sender anonymity
through source rewriting. However, a number of tra-
ditional anonymity devices are still missing: mixing,
message padding to standard size, and noise traffic,
will be eventually added.

The join protocol is still weak in terms of security.
It is not based on hashing the IP address and port of
the newcomer. The position in the ring of a newcomer
P is computed as follows:

1. P contacts a peer Q which is already member of
the overlay;

2. P and Q negotiate a number I in a such a way that
neither P nor Q could predetermine the result [10];

3. Q computes the cryptographic hash H =
RIPEMD160(I); and finally

4. Q emits a join request towards overlay address H ,
containing the IP address, port, and RSA public
key of P , together with a random identificator Ri

for this request and the originally negotiated num-
ber I . The identificator Ri is also made known to
P .

The recipient of the join request will welcome the new-
comer P by sending it Ri, so that P can check it is not
a spoofed welcome; but it will only do so after having
checked that the equality H = RIPEMD160(I) also
holds on its own side. This check makes it more diffi-
cult for an adversary to determine which positions to
take in the overlay, as it should invert a cryptographic
hash. Nevertheless the method is weak, because an
adversary could always use a partial dictionary of the
hash function, which might be feasible, and decide its
own position in the overlay with an approximation of
some bits of address. We are investigating the feasibil-
ity of other, more robust join protocols.

NEBLO is presented to distributed applications in
the form of a runtime library with a simple API. Details
can be found in [8] and [9].

NEBLO is free software, released under the GNU
General Public Licence and available for download
at [1].
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